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House Resolution 688

By: Representatives Mills of the 67th, Post 2, and Coan of the 67th, Post 1 

A RESOLUTION

Commending and congratulating the 2002 Buford High School Wolves; and for other1

purposes.2

WHEREAS, the Buford High School Wolves football team has established and maintained3

a proud tradition of excellence in boys' football with equal emphasis on character, skill, and4

academics; and 5

WHEREAS, this superlative team has completed another superb season of football6

competition by posting a perfect record of 15 wins and no losses; and7

WHEREAS, the Wolves captured the 2002 Class AA State Football Championship in a8

convincing 34-10 triumph over Greater Atlanta Christian School, earning its second9

consecutive state championship, even after changing classification from Class A to Class10

AA; and11

WHEREAS, the phenomenal performance of the team is apparent as its average margin of12

victory over opponents in 15 games was 38-7 and serves as a clear indication of the13

outstanding athletic ability, the dedication and hard work, and the unity of purpose and spirit14

of each member of the team; and15

WHEREAS, the 2002 Wolves were led by 11 remarkable seniors: Trey Chandler, Brad16

Christian, Bryan Deskins, Ashley Griffin, Michael Henderson, Kevin Markes, Dana17

Mayfield, Ian Merrow, Jake Springston, Alfonzo Stanley, and Shaun Strickland.18

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that19

the members of this body commend the Buford High School Wolves football team, State20

Champions, and Head Coach Dexter Wood for unparalleled athletic achievements and extend21

their best wishes for continued success in the future.22
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized1

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to Buford High School.2


